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In this paper we prove that C-Z type singular integral operators Tf s p.¨ H) f
are bounded from H p to L p and from H p to H p, 0 - p F 1, under conditions onv v v v
<  .  . < < < < < nq 1 < < < <H weaker than H x y y y H x F C y r x , x ) 2 y ) 0, and stronger
<  .  . <than the standard Hormander condition H H x y y y H x dx F C.¨ < x < ) 2 < y <
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The C-Z type singular integral operator T is defined as
T f , x s p.¨ . H) f x 1.1 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  . < < nwhere the kernel H x s h x K x , K x s V x r x is a Calderon]´
Zygmund kernel and h is a bounded radial function. We remark that the
p  w x.L boundedness of T has been studied by many authors cf. 1, 2 . Watson
w x p3 proved the weighted L boundedness of T , that is,
THEOREM A. Suppose V is a homogeneous function of degree 0 on Rn,
r .V g L S , V has a¨erage 0 on S , and h is a measurable function onny1 ny1
 .0, ` satisfying:
2 R r< <h t dt F CR for all R ) 0, .H
R
n G 2, 1rp q 1rp9 s 1, 1rr q 1rr 9 s 1, 1 - r - `. Then T is bounded on
p n.L R ,v
5 5 5 5Tf F C p , v f , 1.2 .  .p , v p , v
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pro¨ided that one of the following holds:
 .1 if r 9 F p - `, p / 1, and v g A ; orpr r 9
 . y1r py1.2 if 1 - p F r, p / `, and v g A , orp9r r 9
 . r 93 if 1 - p - ` and v g A ; orp
 .  . < < b  44 if 1 - p - ` and v x s x for max yn, ynprr9 - b -
  . 4min n p y 1 , nprr9 . In particular, when r G 2, then for r 9 F p F r, b lies
 .in the maximum A range yn - b - n p y 1 .p
w x  .Namani 4 found conditions on h ensuring that T is of type H9, L9 .
w x  .Kuang 5 proved that T is of type H9, H9 . In this paper we consider the
problem of finding out sufficient conditions on H for which T is bounded
from H p to L p and on H p for some weight v and some 0 - p F 1.v v v
w  .x  .Let 0 - p F 1 F q F `, p / q, s G n 1rp y 1 . A p, q, s atom a
q  n.with weight v is an L R function which possesses the following threev
properties:
 .  .1 supp a ; B x , z ,0
 . 5 5  .1r qy1r p.  .  .2 a F v B , where v B s H v x dx,q, v B
 .  . a < <n3 H a x x dx s 0 for all a F s.R
For v g A , we have the following atomic decomposition about the1
p n.weighted Hardy spaces H R :v
`
p n nH R s f g S9 R : f x s l a x , .  .  .  .v k k
ks1
< < peach a being a weighted p , q , s atom, l - ` . . k k 5
k
 n.Here S9 R denotes the space of tempered distributions,
1rp
p
p5 5 < <f s inf l ,H kv  / 5
k
where the infimum is taken over all decompositions of f as above.
 .  . q  n.A p, q, s, « molecule M x with weight v is an L R function whichv
possesses the following three properties:
 . < < nb  . q  n.1 x M x g L R ,v
 .  . 5 5 a0 r b 5  . < < nb 51y a0 r b.2 N M s M M x x y x - `,q, v q, vq, v 0
 .  . a < <  4n3 H M x x dx s 0, 0 F a F s, where « ) max srn, 1rp y 1 ,R
 .  .a s 1 y 1rp q « , b s 1 y 1rq q « .0
Our results are the following four Theorems.
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that V, h are as in Theorem A and the following
hold:
1 v g A . 1
1rr
r y1r r 9< < < <2 K x y y y K x dx F C B 1.3 .  .  .  .H k k /Bk
1rr
r y1r r 9< < < <3 h x y y K x dx F C B 1.4 .  .  .  .H k k /Bk
 n k < < < < kq1 < <4 < <where B s x g R : 2 y F x - 2 y , y ) 0, 1rr q 1rr9 s 1, 1 -k
r - `, r 9 satisfies the re¨erse Holder inequality¨
1rr 91 1r 9
v x dx F C v x dx , 1.5 .  .  .H H /  /< < < <B BB Bk kk k
 X X .C ) 0, and  C - `; then the operator T is of type H , L .k k k v v
w xRemark 1. This result extends Theorem 1 in 4 for v s 1. In fact,
 .if r s 1, then 1.3 implies that K satisfies the standard Hormander¨
condition
< <K x y y y K x dx F C .  .H
< < < <x )2 y )0
 .  . w xand 1.4 yields that h satisfies 0.3 in 4 :
5 5 nsup K x h)w x - `, .  . . L9R _ Q .r 26n g
r)0
wgF
 ` n.  . 5 5 4  . ynwhere F s w g L R : supp w g Q 0 , w F 1, Hw s 0 , w x s t ?`1 t
 .  .w xrt , Q x is the cube of side length t centered at x, whose sides aret
 .parallel to the axis, and w is actually a p, `, 0 atom.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that V, h are as in Theorem A, and that
1 v g A . 1
1rr
r y1r r 9yk n2r py1.< < < <2 H x y y y H x dx F 2 B 1.6 .  .  .  .H k /Bk
 .where B , r, and r 9 are as in Theorem 1, and 1rp satisfies r 9 in 1.5 , then thek
 p p.  .operator T is of type H , L , 0 - p - 1 .v v
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that V, h are as in Theorem A, and that
1 v g A , v x G C ) 0 a.e., .  .1
1rr
r y1r r 9yk r2< < < <2 H x y y y H x dx F C 2 B 1.7 .  .  .  .H k k /Bk
where B , C are as in Theorem 1, and 2 - r - `, 1rr q 1rr 9 s 1, and r 9k k
 .  X X .satisfies 1.5 , then the operator T is of type H , H .v v
THEOREM 4. Suppose that V, h are as in Theorem A, and that
1 v g A , v x G C ) 0 a.e., .  .1
1rr
r< <2 H x y y y H x dx .  .  .H /Bk
yk nby1r2. < <y1r r 9F C 2 B 1.8 .k k
 .where B , C are as in Theorem 1, b s 1r2 q « , 2 - r - `, 1rr q 1rr 9 sk k
 .   . 4 w  .x1, r 9 satisfies 1.5 , « ) max srp, 1rp y 1 , and s G n 1rp y 1 , then
 p p.  .the operator T is of type H , H , 0 - p - 1 .v v
 .Remark 2. Theorems 2, 3, and 4 hold if we replace 2 therein by
 .  .conditions similar to 2 , 3 in Theorem 1.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
 .Without loss of generality, we may assume x s 0, that is, B s B 0, z .0
 .  .c n  .Let 2 B s B 0, 2z , 2 B s R _ 2 B .
5 52.1. Proof of Theorem 1. W need only prove that Ta is uniformly1, v
 .bounded as long as a varies among all weighted 1, 2, 0 atoms. By applying
Schwarz inequality, we get
1r2 1r2
2< < < <Ta x v x dx F Ta x v x dx v x dx .  .  .  .  .H H H /  /2 B 2 B 2 B
1r2 1r25 5 5 5F Ta v 2 B F C a v B F C. .  . .2, v 2, v
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<  . <  .cTo estimate I s H Ta x v x dx, we note that2 B .
Ta x s p.¨ . a y h x y y K x y y dy .  .  .  .H
< <y -z
s p.¨ . a y h x y y K x y y y K x dy .  .  .  .H
< <y -z
q p.¨ . a y h x y y K x dys I q I . .  .  .H 1 2
< <y -z
Thus
< < < < < <I F I v x dx q I v x dx I ? v x dx .  .  .H H H1 2 1
c c c .  .  .2 B 2 B 2 B
5 5 < < < <F h a y K x y y y K x dy v x dx .  .  .  .`H H /c . < <2 B y -z
5 5 < < < <F h a y K x y y y K x v x dx dy. .  .  .  .`H H /< < < < < <y -z x )2 y
 .By the reverse Holder inequality, condition 1.3 , and the properties of A¨ 1
weights, we get
< <K x y y y K x v x dx .  .  .H
< < < <x )2 y
1rr 1rr 9`
r 9r< <F K x y y y K x dx v x dx .  .  . H H /  /B Bk kks1
1rr 9` `
r 9y1r r 9< < < <F C B v x dx F C r B v x dx .  . . H Hk k k k /B Bk kks1 ks1
`
F C M v y F CM v y F Cv y , .  .  .  .  . k
ks1
 . .where M v x is the Hardy]Littlewood maximal function of v, hence
< < 5 5 < <I v x dx F C h a y v y dy .  .  .H `H1
c . < <2 B y -z
1r2 1r2
25 5 < <F C h a x v x dx v x dx .  .  .` H H /  /B B
1r25 5 5 5F C h a v B F C. .` 2, v
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By a similar argument, we obtain
< < < < < <I v x dx F a y h x y y K x v x dx dy .  .  .  .  .H H H2  /c . < < < < < <2 B y -z x )2 y
1rr`
r< < < <F a y h x y y K x dx .  .  .H H /< <y -z Bkks1
1rr 9
r 9
= v x dx dy .H /Bk
1rr 9`
r 9y1r r 9< < < <F a y C B v x dx dy .  .H Hk k  /< <y -z Bkks1
` 1
< <F C C a y v x dx dy .  . H Hk  /< <B< <y -z Bk kks1
`
< <F C C a y M v y dy .  .  . Hk
< <y -zks1
1r2< < 5 5F C a y v y dy F C Ta v B .  .  .H 2, v
B
1r25 5F C a v B F C. .2, v
Collecting the above estimates we get I F C and the proof of Theorem 1
is complete.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2. We need only prove that there exists C ) 0
 . 5 5such that for every weighted p, `, s atom a, Ta F C.p, v
We may write
5 5 p < < pTa s q Ta x v x dx s I q I . .  .p , v H H 1 2 /c .2 B 2 B
 .By Holder’s inequality, Theorem A, and the properties of p, `, s atoms,¨
we have that
 .pr2 1y pr2
2< <I F C Ta x v x dx v x dx .  .  .H H1  /  /2 B 2 B
 .1y pr2p5 5F C Ta v 2 B . .2, v
pr2
 . . 1y pr21y pr2p 25 5 < <F C a v B s C a x v x dx v B .  .  .  . .2, v H /B
 .pr2 y11y pr2p5 5F C a v B v B F Cv B v B s C. .  .  .  .`
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 .On the other hand, by the cancellation property of p, `, s atoms and
Holder’s inequality, we get that¨
p
I s p.¨ . a y H x y y y H x dy v x dx .  .  .  .H H1
c . < <2 B y -z
p`
1rpp5 5 < <F a H x y y y H x dy v x dx .  .  .` H H 5 /< <B y -zkks1
`
y1 1yp< <F Cv B B .  k
ks1
p
1rp< <= H x y y y H x v x dy dx .  .  .H H 5 /< <B y -zk
`
y1 1yp< <s Cv B B .  k
ks1
p
1rp< <= H x y y y H x v x dx dy . .  .  .H H 5 /< <y -z Bk
Note that our hypotheses and the properties of A weights imply that1
1rp< <H x y y y H x v x dx .  .  .H
Bk
1rr 1rr 9
r 9rpr< <F H x y y y H x dx v x dx .  .  .H H /  /B Bk k
1rr 91 r 9rpy1r r 9 1r r 9yk n2r py1. < < < <F 2 B B v x dx .Hk k  /< <B Bk k
1rp1
yk n2r py1.F C2 v x dx .H /< <B Bk k
1rp 1rpyk n2r py1. yk n2r py1.F C2 M v y F C2 v y . .  .  . .
Thus
p`
y1 1rp1yp yk n2r py1.< <I F Cv B B 2 v y dy .  . H2 k  /< <y -zks1
p`
1ypy1 1rpk n yk n2yp.< <F Cv B 2 B 2 v y dy .  . . H /Bks1
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p` 1y1 1rpyk n < <F Cv B 2 B v y dy .  . H /< <B Bks1
` 1y1 y1yk n < <F Cv B 2 B v y dy s Cv B v B s C. .  .  .  . H /< <B Bks1
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 3. We need only prove that there exists C ) 0
 .  .such that for every weighted 1, 2, 0 atom a, Ta x is a weighted
  ..  .1, 2, 0, 1r 2n molecule and N Ta F C.2, v
5 5 2 5 5 2  .y1By Theorem A, Ta F C a F Cv B .2, w 2, v
We may write
5 < < nq1.r2 5 2 < < nq1 < < 2Ta x x s x Ta x v x dx .  .  .2, v H
nR
< < nq1 < < 2s q x Ta x v x dx s I q I . .  .H H 1 2 /c .2 B 2 B
 . < <  .Note that if v x G C ) 0 a.e., then B F Cv B . Hence
nq1 2 1q1r n. 2< < < < 5 5I F 2z Ta x v x dx F C B Ta .  .  .H 2, v1
2 B
 . 1rn1q 1rn 25 5F Cv B a F Cv B . .  .2, v
 .The cancellation property of 1, 2, 0 atoms and Minkowski’s inequality
yield
2
nq1< < < < < <I F x a y H x y y y H x dy v x dx .  .  .  .H H2  /c . < <2 B y -z
21r2
nq1 2< < < < < <F a y x H x y y y H x v x dx dy . .  .  .  .H H 5 /< < < < < <y -z x )2 y
 .By Holder’s inequality, 1.7 , and the properties of A weights, we have¨ 1
that
< < nq1 < < 2x H x y y y H x v x dx .  .  .H
< < < <x )2 y
`




nq1 2 rk < < < <F C 2 y H x y y y H x dx .  . . H /Bkks1
1rr 9
r 9
= v x dx .H /Bk
1rr 9` 1 r 92 < <F C C y v x dx . Hk  /< <B Bk kks1
` 1
2 < <F C C y v x dx . Hk  /< <B Bk kks1
`
1r n y1 1q1r n.2 < < < < < <F C C z M v y F C B v y s c B B v y .  .  .  . k
ks1
 .1q 1rny1< <F C B v B v y , .  .
< <y1  .1q 1r n. 5 5 2 < <  .1r nhence I F C B v B a B F Cv B . Thus2, v2
1rnnq1.r2 25 < < 5Ta x x F Cv B and N Ta F C. .  .  .2, v 2, v
This completes the proof.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 4. We need only prove that there exists a C ) 0
 .  .  .such that for every weighted p, 2, s atom a, Ta x is a weighted p, 2, s, «
molecule and
5 5 a0 r b 5 < < nb 51y a0 r b.N Ta s Ta Ta x x F C , .  .2, v 2, v2, v
 .where b s 1r2 q « .
5 5 5 5  .1r2.y1r p.By Theorem A, Ta F C a F Cv B .2, v 2, v
We may write
5 < < nb 5 2 < < 2 < < 2 nbTa x x s q Ta x x v x dx s I q I . .  .  .2, v H H 1 2 /c .2 B 2 B
Note that
 .2 bq1y 2rp2 2 b 22 nb < < < < 5 5I F z Ta x v x dx F C B Ta F Cv B . .  .  .H 2, w1
2 B
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 .By using the cancellation property of weighted p, 2, s atoms and
Minkowski’s inequality, we get that
2
2 nb< <I s x p.¨ . a y H x y y y H x dy v x dx .  .  .  .H H2
c . < <2 B y -z
21r2
2 2 nb< < < < < <F a y H x y y y H x x v x dx dy . .  .  .  .H H 5 /< < < < < <y -z x )2 y
 .By Holder’s inequality, 1.8 , and the properties of A weights, we have¨ 1
that
< < 2 < < 2 nbH x y y y H x x v x dx .  .  .H
< < < <x )2 y
`
2 nb 2< < < <s x H x y y y H x v x dx .  .  . H
Bkks1
1rr`
2 nb 2 rk < < < <F C 2 y H x y y y H x dx .  . . H /Bkks1
1rr 9
r 9
= v x dx .H /Bk
1rr 9` 1 r 92 nb y12 k n< < < <F C C y 2 B v x dx . Hk k  /< <B Bk kks1
` 1n2 by1.2 < <F C C y v x dx . Hk  /< <B Bk kks1
`
n2 by1. 2< <F C y C M v y .  . k
ks1
2 b2 by1 y1< < < <F C B v y F Cv B B v y . .  .  .
Thus
2
2 b 1r2y1< < < <I F Cv B B a y v y dy .  .  .H2  /< <y -z
2 b y1 2< < < <F Cv B B a y v y dy dy .  .  .H H /  /B B
 .2 b 2 bq1y 2rp25 5F Cv B a F Cv B . .  .2, v
 .Collecting the above estimates, we obtain that N Ta F C. This finishes2, v
the proof of Theorem 4.
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